
Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 
720P HD Network Home CCTV 
Audio/Video Security Camera Scan 
QR Code View

Product Details Sales Rank: #7512 in Camera & Photo Brand: Zmodo Model: ZH-
IXD15-WAC Dimensions: 1.34 h x 3.94 w x 2.56 l,.1 pounds Features Zmodo 
Surveillance ZH-IXD15-WAC 1/3inchCMOS 720P HD Wifi Mini Network 
Camera with Audio Retail 

Product Description 720P HD Wi-Fi Wireless Network Home IP Camera with 
Easy QR Code Smartphone Setup As a home surveillance companion, the new 
mini IP camera helps bring you peace of mind with super easy QR-code setup. 
Simply connect the cables, plug in the camera, download Zsight App, scan QR-
Code and setup is complete. To view what the camera is seeing, simply log on to 
user.meshare.com, choose your device, and start viewing--there is no need to 
configure your router to open up ports or remember hard-to-memorize Internet 
addresses. With the newly-added two-way audio feature, check on your home, 
children, or pets in real time--even on an Android smartphone or Apple iPhone, or 
iPad. Easy QR Code Scan and View We have integrated all the cameras 
information into the QR code, so all you have to do to activate your camera is plug 
it into power, connect to router, and download the app from the Apple App Store 
or Google Play, scan the QR code on the back of the camera with your smart

I would have given it 1 star if I had paid $70+ for it, as it is I purchased two on 
ebay (supposed to be new) for under $80. I have average capabilities when it 
comes to tech stuff, though I really enjoy getting new toys and spending time 
learning about and tweaking them. I have spent in the neighborhood of 10-12 
hours messing with this equipment. If you want a plug and play device that lives 
up fully to its claims, steer clear of this camera. The Good: As with reviews on 
another similar Zmodo camera, set up is quick, when it works. The picture quality 
is great and you can access the cameras readily via PC if you have the Zview 



software downloaded. The Bad: One of my cameras connected to wifi, the other 
did not. Waited 30 minutes for tech support and determined it is defective. I am 
currently undergoing a cumbersome return process - I should point out again that I 
did not order via . The Zview PC interface is antiquated and suited best to IT 
professionals, which I am not. The camera will record to an SD card, but the 
coverage is spotty, with a lot of gaps in the timeline. The record with motion 
detection is non-functional on the PC interface - Zmodo suggests using third party 
software. Email alerts work but the camera is highly sensitive, apparently to sound 
as well so that even with turning detection sensitivity down, I get an email every 3-
4 minutes. The email alerts do not come with a snapshot, just your brief pre-chosen 
message. The Android app is fun, but the alerts from motion detection in the form 
of a snapshot will only work for one of my cameras as there is no option to create 
an additional channel for a second camera. I have not checked if the app will work 
over 3G/4G yet, but it does not work over wifi unless it is my home network. Since 
my phone is wifi only, the app is only good for watching activity in the next room. 
Not a very handy option - I want to be able to see cameras via other wifi networks 
and to know I'll get alerts when I'm away from home, especially given that I have 
not found a way to make the email function with the PC software workable. I will 
check 3G/4G functionality and update. As I mentioned before, tech support is hard 
to get with 30+ minute waits. The owner's manual isn't much help either so you 
are largely on your own if you have difficulties, which are many in my experience. 
Update: I have been testing the usability of the Android app (Zsight) over 3G and 
it does work, though like many of the functions of the camera, its buggy and often 
requires a clearing of the app cache in order to sign in again or resorting to a phone 
reboot to regain connectivity. There doesn't seem to be consistency with how often 
it will send alerts or if there is a time delay between alerts. I get alerts with no 
motion making object in the snap shot so light changes appear to set it off as well. 
I have found that the app will work on other wifi networks, but not all of them and 
as with the 3G connectivity, it is buggy. 

I have this camera and it absolutely will not connect to my wifi.I intend to be in 
touch with tech support after the Thanksgiving holidays and will add to this review 
if they can get it working. 

Works great so far. Haven't been able to get the email alerts and microphone to 
work yet See all 7 customer reviews...

More Information (Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P HD Network 
Home CCTV Audio/Video Security Camera Scan QR Code View)

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00MEEZH0S
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00MEEZH0S


Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P HD Network Home CCTV 
Audio/Video Security Camera Scan QR Code View will end up being handy. And 
expect Now i'm a section of letting you receive a remarkable 
merchandise.Nevertheless, I hope that evaluations regarding this Zmodo Wireless 
Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P HD Network Home CCTV Audio/Video Security 
Camera Scan QR Code View  variety Amazon online marketplace.com will 
possibly be handy. And desire I am just an area of facilitating you to acquire a top-
quality system. You will find a review and expertise develop below. I am just 
hoping you will ensure and buying Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P 
HD Network Home CCTV Audio/Video Security Camera Scan QR Code View
just after look at this most effective reviews. You can expect to be handed a review 
and encounter develop below. I am expecting you might be certain Critique 
Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P HD Network Home CCTV 
Audio/Video Security Camera Scan QR Code View. just after read through this 
finest ratings It is possible to amazed to look at how easy this particular product 
could possibly be, so you can feel great admit that the Zmodo Wireless Mini IP 
Wifi Camera 720P HD Network Home CCTV Audio/Video Security Camera Scan 
QR Code View is probably the well known product in now. 

Title :Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P HD Network Home 
CCTV Audio/Video Security Camera Scan QR Code View

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P HD 
Network Home CCTV Audio/Video Security 
Camera Scan QR Code View Review 
Before Buying Zmodo Wireless Mini IP Wifi Camera 720P HD Network Home 
CCTV Audio/Video Security Camera Scan QR Code View On the web, 
Should be aware of: 

This all Has with providers for many people for you to instruct yourself on a 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00MEEZH0S


favorite via the internet buyers throughout the world. Click this link for in which 
exceptionally keep merchants. Have remarks by means of purchasers with got this 
subject Retailer ought to include reliability Have purchased aspect product. 
Establish a bit of time of shipment. Furthermore so that you can Parts. Plus the 
worth of shipping and shipping and shipping. Program to buy goods safely. for 
example Credit score evaluations greeting card. Have got vote rating and buyer 
customer reviews. Have price tag and do a comparison of expense of vendors.
Read More.......
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